GET THE PARTY

STARTED!
To begin your party setup, flip the page.
The Before-the-Party Checklist should face you and the
Satin Hands® Pampering Set photo should face the guests.
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PAMPERING
AND MARY KAY

GO HAND
IN HAND.
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Tip: As you set up for the Skin Care Class, place this flip chart so this side
is facing you. Then, as you flip forward, your guests will see beautiful
pictures and you will see the dialogue page.

Set Up & Welcoming Guests
v )BWFUIFGPMMPXJOHSFBEZ5JDLFUT CPXMTGPSFBDIHVFTU IPUXBUFS %SFBN
4IFFUT 'BCVMPVT4IFFUT $MPTJOH4IFFUT USFBTVSFCPY QMVTI
DMPUIFT PQUJPOBM
v 4FUVQUBCMF4FUPVUQMBDFNBU NJSSPSBOEUSBZ XJUIUSBZQBQFS HVFTU
QBDLFUCBH
v (SFFUFBDIHVFTUBOEIBWFUIFNDPNQMFUFQSPGJMFDBSE PODMJQCPBSE
v %FNP4BUJO)BOET8IJUFUFBBOE$JUSVTBOEPS'SBHSBODF'SFF)BOE
TPGUFOFS TPGUFOTSPVHITLJO 4VHBS4IFB4DSVC FYGPMJBUFTBOESFNPWFTUIF
TLJOXFKVTUTPGUFOFE XBTIIBOET UIFO4IFB$SFBNGPSGJOBMTUFQ
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LET’S PARTY!

X
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Welcome & Introductions
)JFWFSZPOF NZOBNFJT@@@@@@@5IBOLTTPNVDIGPSCFJOHIFSFUPEBZ'JSTU*XBOUUPTBZ
UIBOLZPVUP@@@@@@ IPTUFTT CSJEF PSOFXDPOTVMUBOU *MPWF@@@@@@@ TPNFUIJOHZPVMPWF
BCPVUIFS @@@*IBWFBCJHHPBMPG@@@@@@ QBNQFSJOHGBDFT BOECZFBDIPGZPVCFJOH
IFSFUPEBZZPVBSFTVQQPSUJOHUIBUHPBM4PUIBOLZPV MPPLBUIFS

5SFBTVSF#PY5JDLFUT)PMEVQ5SFBTVSFCPYBOEUJDLFUT*IBWFUJDLFUTUPHJWFBXBZ
UPEBZyUIFNPSFZPVQBSUJDJQBUFBOEBTLRVFTUJPOTUIFNPSFUJDLFUTZPVHFU"UUIFFOEB
MVDLZXJOOFSDBOQJDLGSPNNZUSFBTVSFCPY)PXEPZPVSIBOETGFFM *ODSFEJCMFSJHIU 1JDL
VQBOEIPME4BUJOIBOETTFU*UhTPOMZGPSBMMPGUIFTFQSPEVDUT

Well now we’re going to make your face feel as good as your hands, but
before we start, I would love to meet everyone! Let’s go around the table do
quick introductions – tell me your name, and what makes you awesome in
this world (and you can’t say your kids…all moms are automatically
awesome)!
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IT’S NOT HISTORY,

IT’S HER STORY.
AND OUR STORY.

MARY KAY ASH
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About the Company
Can anyone here guess how old Mary Kay, the company is? (Go around and get a guess
from every person, give the winner a little sample or candy). We are in our 55th year!
$BOBOZPOFIFSFHVFTTIPXPME.BSZ,BZUIFDPNQBOZJT OPUHPOOBDIBOHF
.BSZ,BZXBTBSFBMQFSTPO EJEZPVLOPX#FUUZ$SPDLFSXBTOPU
8FBSFTUJMMGBNJMZPXOFEB#JMMJPO%PMMBS$PNQBOZ
%FCU'SFFXJUIUIFQSJPSJUJFTPG(PETU GBNJMZOEBOE$BSFFSSEy
%JEZPVLOPXUIBUXIFOZPVXBTIZPVSGBDFXJUI.BSZ,BZ UIFSFBSFXPNFOBOEDIJMESFOXIPGJOBMMZIBWFB
TBGFIBWFOCDPGUIFNPSFUIBONJMMJPOUIBU.,BOEUIF.,'PVOEBUJPOEPOBUFTUPEPNFTUJDWJPMFODF
TIFMUFST
%JEZPVLOPXUIBUJOXPNFOFYQFSJFODFBCVTF 
%JEZPVBMTPLOPXUIBUXIFOZPVNPJTUVSJ[FZPVSTLJOXJUI.,QSPEVDUTZPVSFTVQQPSUJOHBDPNQBOZUIBUhT
SBJTFEPWFSNJMMJPOUPEPDUPSTBOESFTFBSDIUPGJOEBDVSFGPSDBODFSTBGGFDUJOHXPNFO
8FFWFOMPDBMMZTFOE.BSZ,BZTVODSFFOTGPSPVSTPMEJFSTTFSWJOHPWFSTFBTFWFSZNPOUI
3&.07&1BHFT
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TODAY
IS YOUR

DAY!
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Today is your day?
How many of you have a drawer full of make up/skin care
mistakes that you paid good money for?(raise your hand)
Well Today is your day! We have 100% satisfaction
guaranteed! Do you know what that means? Raise your
hand? It means..when you purchase products today and
take them home if you get too oily or too dry and you
don't like it you can exchange it or get a full refund.
Plus have you ever heard of a Genie in a Bottle? Well I
don't come in the bottle but I do come with it. I deliver
rain, sleet , snow or shine. That's even better than the post
office, if you ask me!
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SECTION 2

TIMEWISE MIRACLE SET 3D
®

™

BREAKTHROUGH THREE-DIMENSIONAL APPROACH
TO SKIN AGING

DEFENDS against
age-accelerating free
radicals on skin.
DELAYS the look of
premature skin aging.
DELIVERS results in
just 4 weeks.*

*Results based on a 12-week independent clinical study in which 62 women
used the TimeWise® Miracle Set 3D™ twice a day
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TIMEWISE MIRACLE SET 3D

Hold up D iracle et in a Bag Let’s talk young, beautiful skin. Technology
is always advancing and the scientists and dermatologists at Mary Kay have
recently discovered the fountain of youth! Has anyone heard of
RESVERATROL (res-ver-a-trol)? Let’s all say it together. RESVERATROL. The
more you say it, doesn’t it sound like REVERSE? That’s exactly what it does.
Reverses fine lines, sun

damage, age spots and more. Simply…. Resveratrol is what plants
produce when they are injured or damaged… it’s how they heal
themselves. And now it’s one of the main ingredients in our 4 step skin
care system. Fun fact. Two other sources of resveratrol can be found in
red wine and dark chocolate. Now I’ve got your attention!
The 4 step Miracle Set is called 3D because it does 3 main things:
• DEFENDS: against aging free radicals. It defends using antioxidants like
a shield!
• DELAYS: the look of premature aging with UVA/UVB protection PLUS our
friend, resveratrol AND vitamin B3 and peptides. And it
• DELIVERS: In just 4 weeks…. You’ll see results by getting rid of fine lines,
wrinkles and adding resilience, luminosity, smoothness, and softness!
Hello!
Don’t believe me? Take a selfie tonight and let’s take another one in 4
weeks!
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SECTION 2

TIMEWISE AGE-MINIMIZE 3D
4-IN-1 CLEANSER
®

™

REMOVES
IMPURITIES.
SKIN FEELS
CLEAN.
SKIN FEELS
EXFOLIATED.
SKIN LOOKS
BRIGHTER.
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Let’s Get Started
et's open your facial bag and empty all your goodies out on the table near you. ou can go
ahead and put your headband on and the bag is now your little trash container.
0*-'3&&&:&.",&613&.07&3 Who sleeps in their eye make up?(laugh)Don't really raise your
hands! Who's heard of eye mites? These will eat at the left over makeup on your lashes and eyes
and can cause styes and infections. ou need our critter getter. Gets rid of eye makeup easily and
is safe for skin area around eyes. ven contact users ( Demonstrate on hand remove a mascara
swipF on hand)
things age our skin the fastest. ny body know what they are?1 Is the sun . Is going to bed with
a dirty face. (pass out tickets for guesses) Mip your hands and feel your face! Take your pointer
finger and feel your chin. When we are done today your skin won't feel the same!
OK, let’s get started. et's treat you first to our atin lips treatment. In bubble 1 scoop up the sugar
scrub and gently buff away dead skin and lip product build up.
ow in Bubble is our 4-1 Cleanser. It will cleanse, exfoliate, tone AND brighten. 4 things in 1.
Scoop up your cleanser with your fingers and massage it up and out onto your face. (your hostess
can use the skinvigorate brush)
4-in-1 Cleanser:
4-in-1 Cleanser comes in 2 formulas toning and brightening your skin. And, did you notice that
clean, light scent? That’s not an added fragrance, what you’re experiencing is the ingredients
including the Resveratrol – so now every time you smell this, you’ll get excited knowing you’re
reversing your signs of aging! Yay!
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Skinvigorate Cleansing Brush
Did you ever spend the night at your girlfriend’s house when you were young and forget your
toothbrush? Then you used your fingers to try and clean your teeth? Well, that’s kind of what it
is like to clean your face without a cleansing brush! Using a cleansing brush gets your face 85%
cleaner than just using your fingers or a washcloth. That’s a really big difference- 96% more evenlooking skin tone

Microdermabrasion

LEt's remove some dead skin build up! -Scoop up Bubble 3 - Microdermabrasion Refine and apply in
circle motions on your chin. This is the same oxide crystals that the spa and dermatologist use. This physical
exfoliator cannot be used more than 3 x a week as it is removing surface dead skin cells and the build up from your
pores.
Now dip your cloth into your pink sink(plastic bowl) and wipe your face with your cloth. Don't forget your lips!

Flip your hands and feel your face. Take your pointer finger and feel your chin. Doesn't your skin feel
amazing!
Now that our face is feeling fabulous lets minimize your pores. -Scoop up Bubble - The pore
minimizer and gently rub into the chin area. ou can use this daily and it works immediately to reduce
the pore appearance to the common eye.
ho's ready for soft lips - Scoop up the lip balm in bubble and gently massage into lips. No
alcohol or menthol so it won't dry out your lips. Don't use carmex or blistex!
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SECTION 2

GET DAILY PROTECTION
AND NIGHTTIME RENEWAL.
TIMEWISE®
AGE MINIMIZE 3D™
NIGHT CREAM

CREAM

TIMEWISE®
AGE MINIMIZE 3D™
DAY CREAM SPF 30 BROAD
SPECTRUM SUNSCREEN*

*Over-the-counter drug product
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Day & Night Creams:
The next two products you’re going to try are our Timewise 3D Day Cream and
Night Cream. I like to say these two are in a relationship, as they work together
to fight the signs of aging. The Day Cream is your Protector and the Night
Cream is your Corrector! (hold up tubes as you talk about them)
The Day Cream has spf 30 and protects you from the UVA rays that age your skin and the
UVB rays that can burn it. Go ahead and put the Bubble 6 the Day Cream on your
face
The Night Cream works while you rest, giving your skin an extra boost of antioxidants.
You’ll wake up younger every morning! Go ahead and add Bubble 7 the Night Cream
on the your neck so you can feel them both.
Good news! Recognize that scent? Both the Day and Night creams have our
our new favorite ingredient, resveratrol! It’s like that dark chocolate,
immediate satisfaction morning and night!
Of course at your follow up appointment we will make sure that your skin care line is
working perfectly for you!
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SECTION 2

TIMEWISE AGE MINIMIZE 3D
EYE CREAM
®

™

MOISTURIZES FOR
UP TO 12 HOURS
IMPROVES VISIBLE
SIGNS OF AGING:
DARK CIRCLES, UNDEREYE
PUFFINESS, FINE LINES
AND WRINKLES
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3D Eye Cream
So... we have used a few different types of products today? Who knows where we show
aging first? 1. Neck and Declote' 2. Eye area ....Anyone know why we age quicker there?
•Skin is thinner (only 1⁄4 as thick as anywhere else on the face)
•Fewer oil glands directly under your eyes (why teens have no acne there)
•We retain moisture under the eyes (puffiness)
•Facial moisturizers have plumping qualities in them. You don't want that under
your eyes. You want a product specifically made for the eye area.
IN BUBBLE 8 WHAT FINGER SHOULD YOU USE TO APPLY THIS? RING
FINGER ...Use your 3D Eye Cream morning and night. Each time you use it, you
get 12 hours of moisture in your eye area. That means, when you use it twice a
day, you’ve got 24 hours of moisturization!
Flip your hands and feel your face one more time. Doesn’t your skin feel amazing?
(touches face with back of hand). Now imagine how great it will feel 4 weeks
from now when your 3D Delivers!
SPECIAL TIP THAT'S ALWAYS HELPED ME!
CLEANSER & SPIN BRUSH IS LIKE BRUSHING YOUR TEETH
DAY & NIGHT CREAM IS LIKE FLOSSING- GETS MORE THAN THE BASIC
YOUR MICRODERMABRASION IS LIKE GOING TO THE DENTIST OFFICE AND RECEIVING A
DEEPER CLEAN. TOO STRONG TO DO DAILY!
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FACE THE WORLD

FLAWLESSLY!
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Primer

Before we go onto our light weight cc cream we are going to hide all your dips and crevasses! Who
wants to do that? Before you paint a wall you prime it! Which is exactly what we are going to do! In
Bubble 9 at the top right of your tray scoop up the primer and start at your nose and blend outwards.
The primer has an spf of 15 and will help your make up look flawless for hours.

CC Cream
If foundation and moisturizer had a love child, this would be the result⋯our Complexion Correction
Cream! It’s a perfect combination of a lightweight moisturizer, light coverage foundation, SPF15
and so much more.
It evens out your skin tone, reduces redness, moisturizes and gives you a natural light weight
coverage. You will fall in love!
During our follow up appointment we can really customize a color look for you too.
v Take your sponge applicator and dip it into BUBBLE 10 and then gently blend in starting with
your nose and blending out. For those of you who prefer a more matte look, I have translucent
powder to help you set your CC Cream. We have an entire foundation wardrobe, including
cream to powder, mineral powder, and liquid, so if you prefer a different coverage or want to
get expertly matched with your color, we can do that afterwards privately before you leave.
TRANSLUCENT POWDER We are going to set your foundation by applying the translucent powder
with a cotton ball. Dip your cotton ball into number 11 and press this onto your forehead, nose, and
chin.
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DO AN

ABOUT-FACE!
FIND CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR SPECIFIC SKIN NEEDS
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Review of Products
•
•
•
•
•

•

Ok lets have a quick review of what we just did.
Cleanse your face morning and night
with your incredible Skinvigorate cleansing brush andyour 4-in-1cleanser.
Add in your Day or Night Cream
Then don't forget your Eye Cream and add CCCream if needed. How does
your skin look and feel?Pull out your mirrors, hold them up and get a good
look at your skin, beautiful isn't it?!Now imagine acouple weeks from now
when your Timewise 3D reallystarts to deliver! We will have so much fun at
yourfollow up oohing and ahhing over your gorgeouslooking skin.
FYI MARY KAY OFFERS 3 OTHER SKIN CARE SETS CUSTOMIZED FOR
CUSTOMERS INDIVIDUALIZED NEEDS. WE HAVE THE CLEARPROOF FOR
ACNE PRONE SKIN, BOTANICAL LINE FOR YOUNGER SKIN AND/OR
SENSITIVE SKIN, AND THE REPAIR LINE FOR MATURE SKIN DESIRING
ULTIMATE RESTORATION.
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WHO DO YOU KNOW?

THE BEAUTY OF

FRIENDSHIP
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WHO WANTS SOME TICKETS?
SO.. We are gonna play a game! ust so you know there is only a few ways
that ladies can receive Mary Kay treatments. It's not like it used to be where
anyone can have a session. Ladies have a session with me by partnering with
a local business that I am working with, a bride to be, or are gifted a session
and gift card by a quality client. So today I am going to give you the chance to
give a gift card and a pampering to anyone you believe deserves to be
pampered!
ASS O T A
O S SHEET ACE OWN
Before we begin. Who are my competive ladies? Raise your hand! Ok..who are
my finishers? That means you may not get 1st place but there is no way you
won't give up with out finishing what you started! Great! Well first lets put your
first and last name on the back of this piece of paper. When I say go you are
going to flip over your paper. You are going to list as many ladies possible that
you want to bless with a pampering. You have to include their cell as well so I
can text them that you gifted them with the pampering! The 1st person to finish
gets 5 tickets, 2nd place gets 3 tickets and anyone who finishes to the very
bottom gets a ticket for finishing! So everyone can win some way!
Okay! I am going to set a timer for 3 minutes and play some fun music!
Ready, Set , Go!!
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LET’S

COLOR
YOUR

WORLD!
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The Mary Kay Opportunity
Before we do some quick color... who loves Michael
Kors purses? I am going to give you more chances to
earn some tickets! And you are going to get a chance to
earn a Michael Kors purse that we are giving away at the
end of the quarter! Today we are going to talk about
DREAMS b/c in Mary Kay we do believe dreams can
come true. People understand how doctors and teachers
make their money, but very few people understand and
know about Mary Kay Cosmetics so I share it with
everyone. It may not be for you and that's totally OK, but
I love to share the facts about our opportunity.
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TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ 4-in-1 Cleanser (Normal to Dry)
TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ 4-in-1 Cleanser (Combo to Oily)
TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ Day Cream SPF 30 Broad
Spectrum Sunscreen* (Normal to Dry)
TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ Day Cream SPF 30 Broad
Spectrum Sunscreen* (Combination to Oily)
TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ Night Cream (Normal to Dry)
TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ Night Cream (Combo to Oily)
TimeWise® Age Minimize 3D™ Eye Cream




Mary Kay® Translucent Loose Powder











Tools:

30 Customer
Profiles

Skin Care Party How-To
Note Card
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DREAM Sheet (Review content in Starter Kit)
After sharing the DREAM Marketing and showcasing the starter kit. Pass out Dream Sheets and have each guest
complete them. After completing them have them put them inside their profile card.

Name: ___________________________________________
Date:_____________________________________________
Phone:___________________________________________
Consultant: _______________________________________
Drive a Mary Kay Car Rewards & Recognition Enriching Women’s Lives
Advancement Money Some Other Reasons
1. What impressed you the most out of the word “DREAMS” ?
______________________________________________________________
2. If our career opportunity were ever anything you would consider for yourself,
what would be your biggest fear? _______________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. Would you say you are a: A B or C (circle)
4. How would you like to get 10 EXTRA entries for our drawing? Watch a short
video on our marketing plan & give us your opinion & then talk with the director
over the phone. After you watch the Video - Would day time or evening be
better to talk over the phone?
Circle: Daytime / Evening
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HELLO,

BEAUTIFUL!

X
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BASIC COLOR and FOLLOW UP APPT
Today before you leave we are going to schedule you a follow up appointment. Right now write on the front of your
profile card, what you prefer for your check up appointment. (Day time , evening or weekend) write it anywhere on
the front.

When you come for your color appointment you are going to be able to try a customized color look and you get to
use our professional make up brushes. But today we are going to play a game called the Face Race. Everyone has
a color card. I'm going to tell you the rules first. And Ill tell you when its time to start.
Open your color card. Go ahead and remove all film. The rectangle is the cheek color and you have 3 eye shadows
and your lip stick. Rules are: for cheeks don't go any closer than 2 fingers to your nose and where you touch blush
first is going to be the darkest. So don't start on your cheek bone. Eye shadow is a paint by number system. So
just play in these and have fun! Don't worry at your 2nd appointment you will be able to use a brush set which is so
much easier to blend with! So get all your tools ready. For your lips you can use the q-tip or your finger, whichever
you feel more comfortable with. Whoever finishes first shout I love Mary Kay! Ok... ready, set, go!
After you have a winner pass out mascara wands.

Compliment time
-

take out your head band , fluff up your hair
hold your mirror out at arms length. Take a look lin the mirror.
Take a look at your neighbor and give them one sincere compliment about their look.
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choose your skincare set
$110

$205

$56

$45

$58

(Equals 4 sets.)

(Equals 2 sets.)

Time Wise Repair Set

Timewise Miracle Set 3D

Timewise Miracle 3D

4-in-1 Cleanser, Day Cream SPF 30, Night
Cream, Age Minimize 3D Eye Cream.
Products purchased individually total $124.

Foaming Cleanser, Lifting Serum, Day Cream,
Night Treatment with Retinol,
and Eye Renewal Treatment.
Products purchased individually total $244.

Basic Skin Care Set
4-in-1 Cleanser and Day Cream Moisturizer.

build your foundation set
special only $50
Choose Your
Tools

1

Choose Your
Foundation

CC Cream, Liquid-Matte,
Mineral Powder

$58

$46

$70
$65

3

Add Your
Primer

Foundation Primer
Sunscreen Broad
Spectrum SPF 15

dash out
the
door
$47
color set
Cream Eye Shadow, Bronzer, Lip Gloss
Add a compact mini for just $17!

satin set
Satin Hands & Satin Lips

I accept cash, check, credit,
and creative financing!

Botanical Effects Skincare
Cleanse, Hydrate, Freshen, and Mask.

choose your spa treatment:

2
Liquid Foundation
Brush, Blending
Sponge, Powder
Foundation Brush

Clear Proof Acne System
Clarifying Cleansing Gel, BCT, Acne Treatment
Gel, Oil-Free Moisturizer.
Products purchased individually total $59.

skinvigorate
cleansing
brush
$50

$55
Deep-Cleansing
Charcoal Mask and
Renewing Gel Mask

Revealing
Radiance
Facial Peel

Microdermabrasion
Plus Set
(Refine & Pore Minimizer)

Lifting
Bio-Cellulose
Mask

finishing set
$45

lash perfection
set

$57

Translucent Powder, Under Eye Corrector,
Concealer or Eye Gel

create your
own

$48

w

Mascara, Lash Primer, and Eye Make Up Remover

You Deserve it All

Queen Collection

Princess Package

Choose any 6 sets and
receive a FREE Roll-Up Bag
and 7th SET at 1/2 price!

Choose any 4 sets and
receive FREE Roll-Up Bag!

Buy 2 sets and get
1 item for 1/2 price!

specials!
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Our Special Deals for Today
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Did you have fun today? Who loves a great deal? For today only I am offering these
fabulous deals just for you! But first let me show you one of our ultimate gifts in
Mary Kay. This is our roll up bag! (hold it up and show it filled, romance it)
WE take Mastercard, Visa, Discover American Express, Check Cash and even a
payment plan. Pass out closing sheet.
Look at the very bottom for our specials today! Our 1st set is the You deserve it All,
where you can choose 6 of any sets and receive a free roll up bag with your 7th set
at 1/2 price.
Our 2nd set is the Queen Collection where you can choose 4 sets and receive a
Free roll up bag!
The final special is our Princess Package where you can buy 2 sets and get 1 item
1/2 price.
Plus as you can see there are other sets available. Let's go over those.
Of course you can always choose to join us for $100 andreceive $394 in full size
products too! Flip your deal sheet over to see all that comes in the starter kit
package.
So very quickly if each of you will turn over your profile card and answer questions
6, 7, and 8. Go ahead and write your name and address info on your sales ticket
and I'll be coming around to help you complete it.
Is there anyone in a hurry that needs to go first?
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IMAGINE FEELING

BEAUTIFUL
EVERY SINGLE DAY!
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CLOSING YOUR PARTY
And that’s it ladies, how do you feel? Are you loving
your skin? Thank you so much for being here
tonight and helping our hostess earn lots of free
products! Make sure you ask me how you can earn
yours too.
I am going to go ahead and move over here and
meet with whoever needs to leave first. Thanks
again for an incredible time!
Grab the person that wants/needs to go first. Take her to your “1 on 1
office” area to close each guest. Individually use the “how to close
your party” questions.
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I

APPRECIATE

YOU!
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Individual Close

(Move to an area away from the table)
Opening Questions:
•Did you have a good time? (smile and nod)
•How does your face feel? (touch face)
•What questions do you have? (address the profile card if needed)
Booking:
Look at the front of her card where she wrote I want my color apt to be day,
weeknight or weekend. Book her follow up appt. Give her 2 choices. Look at her
wish list- Say let's say it says SAtin Lips.. say Now.. (---) when you come for
your follow up and bring 2 friends you can have this for free! If she writes
Microdermabrasion she would need to bring 4 friends to get it for free.

Selling:
You know your situation better than I do, so which set do you want to
splurge on? The You Deserve it All, Queen Collection, or Princess
Package. ( don't talk) let her purchase. ( You can always take a look at
question 7 to see where she is interested in)
After she orders ask is there anything else you would like to add? Keep
adding until she stops.

Sharing:
•(If she doesn't order the starter kit): Pull out her Dream Sheet and schedule her share
call. Have her schedule a time right then. Write it on your Dream Paper the date and
time. Remind her to watch the video that comes via the email. She needs to have
watched it at least 2 hours before the call and completed the survey.
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